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and thus enter an excited state It is thought
that chlorophyll then loses electrons which pass
eithei to a recently discovered protein called fer
rodoxin or to another oxidising agent plasto
auinone The electrons from plastoqumone are
transferred via a complex series of steps involving
cytoehrome chain back to the chlorophyll
During these sequences oxygen is liberated from
water molecules and energy rich phosphate bonds
are produced The production of ATP in this
reaction which can only tal e place in the light is
called photosyuthetic phosphorylation and in this
respect makes plants independent of stored
carbohydrate as their primary energy source
The reactions so far described have not urvolved
carbon dioxide and though it is possible to make
the system operate solely m this way it is not usual
"or it to do so Normally the electrons from
feriodosm are passed to another electron accepting
system together with hydrogen ions from water
At tne same time as recent isotope studies have
revealed carbon dioxide is combined with a 5
carbon sugar and the resulting compound immed
lately splits into two molecules of a 3 ciibon
phosphoglyceric acid The reduced electron
system which has oxidised ferrodoxm now comes
into operation and together with energy from
ATP is used to synthesise sugar and starch from
the 3 carbon compounds The reactions in
which carbon dioxide is taken up or fixed
and then reduced during the formation of sugar
can go on in the dark unlike those of photo
synthetic phosphorylation described earlier
The importance of this pioeess wheieby plants
can make use of the energy m sunlight to fix
carbon dioxide and produce carbohydrates is
quite cl^ar The whole animal population of the
world including man is dependent on plants for
food since even the meat eating carnivores, prey
upon herbivores Although scientists continue to
make eiforts to produce adequate food materials
from dimple compounds theie is still no better
machinery known for domg this than the plant
cell Man is dependent on photosynthesis not
only for his supplies of food but also for much of
BIOLOGY
Thi. Krebs Cycle
The oxidative reactions which produce the
eneigy are quite unlike those in which hydro
caibons are burnt in the laboratoiy They pro
ceed through a large number of controlled steps
during which the energy is slowly evolved The
babic fuel substances carbohydrates fats and
proteins are broken down outbide the mito
choadria to four major intermediate products
which are pyruvic acid oxalicetic acid acetic acid
and ketoglutanc acid These acids diffuse into
the mitochondria and are oxidised in a cyclical
s/stein of reactions called the Krebs or citric acid
cycle which ultimately leads to the production
of carbon dioxide and water The actual osida
tion of the various compounds participating m
the f ycle is brought about by a series of enzymes
described as an electron transport chain Oxida
tion in these cises is essentially a removal of
pleetrons from the substrate invariably accom
P"med by an equal number of hydrogen nuclei
Thf electrons sometimes with and sometimes
without the hydrogen, nuclei are passed fiom one
compound to another until eventually they com
bine with oxygen to form water One of the best
known election transport systems is that involving
iron containing substances called cytochromes
An example of a typical stage in the Krebs cycle
is the conversion of succmic acid to fumaric acid
under the control of the enzyme succmic dehydro
genase Both acids are compounds containing
tour carbon atoms but the latter has two electrons
and two hydrogen nuclei fewer than the former
which is therefore said to be oxidised during the
conversion The electrons are iccepted by the
first member of a Cham of cytochroines which is
thus reduced and the hydrogen is set free as hydro
gpii ions The electrons are passed down the
chain of cytochromes which are reduced m turn,
and re oxidise the earlier members of the chain
In the final stage the reduced cytoehrome is
oxidised by oxygen which accepts the electrons
and combines with the hydrogen ions to form
wter These steps produce eneigy but this does
not all appear as heat because some is used to
drive i reaction which consumes energj- The
first law of thermodynamics states that such a
coupling is necessary if a high energy compound
is to be produced The energy consuming
reaction is the conversion of adenosine dmhosphate
(ADP) to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) with its
energy rich phosphate bond The whole process
is known as oxidative phosphorylation The
mitochondria produce far more energy than they
require and the ATP passes into the cytoplasm f 01
use in the rest of the cell
2    Chloroplasts and Photosynthesis
Chloroplasts are particles found m cells m the
green parts of plants in fact they contain the
green pigment which is called chlorophyll They
ire involved in the extremely important process
known as photosynthesis In which energy absorbed
from light is used to synthesise carbohydrates
from carbon dioxide and water oxygen being
loimed as a by product
Chloroplasts are disc shaped or flat ellipsoids
from. 2 to 20 microns across possessing a complex
structure which in many ways is reminiscent of
that found m mitochondria A typical double
membrane surrounds the structure and the inside
is made up very largely of a stack of discs consist
ing of paired membranes connected at their ends
to form closed systems This seems to be a further
development of the type of lamellated structure
seen dividing the central cavity of a mitochond
non The chlorophylls and other pigments such
as the orange yellow carotenoids seem to be
anaosed in layers a single molecule thick in the
chloroplast discs so that they are maximally
exposed to light
Photosynthesis
In photosynthesis there are two somewhat
independent sets of reactions one needing light
and fche other going on in the dark The primary
process is the absorption of light quanta by the
chlorophyll which causes some of the electrons of
its molecule to pass from one orbital to another
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fig 1 Ifucleia A&it A portion Of a DNA molecule
showing how it is made up of two strands of
nncleotides Each nuoleotide consists of a base
which may be Ademne (A) Thymtae(T) Guanine((J)
or Oytoslne (0) united to the Pentose Sugar Deaoxy
ribose (8) in turn joined to Piiogpliorle Add (F) The
nucleotides ore linked through the phosphoric add
groups The two stnmda are held together by hydro
gen bonds between bases, adenine Unking only with
thymine, and guanine only with cytosiae

